Descotes [6] in his comprehensive overview of the diagnosis of PCa, reminds us that following PSA blood tests, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided prostate biopsy remains the gold standard to confirm the diagnosis. However, the false negative or undergrading rate of TRUS is high, requiring more sophisticated methods. A series of new and refined tests were created to improve the accuracy of PSA. PSA is not specific of PCa, with no universally accepted threshold values. Thus methods to optimize this test were developed and studied on a large scale, like the PSA aged adjusted, the ratio of free PSA/PSA, PSA density, PSA velocity and PSA doubling time, all of which presenting some advantages and limitations, as clearly discussed by the author. Other blood or urine tests like the prostate health index (Phi), the four kallikrein panel score (4 K score), the prostate cancer gene 3 (PCA 3) score seem to be promising and can be used as additional tools. Descotes also provides interesting data on how to improve TRUS techniques such as the perineal approach, the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-TRUS fusion biopsy, or the multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) guided biopsy. The remaining of the review focuses on local staging, lymph node staging and the search of distant bone metastases.
Rouvière and Moldovan [7] discuss extensively the role of prostate mpMRI: mpMRI combines T2-weighted imaging (T2WI), diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (DCE). The authors comment on the diagnostic criteria for PCa including the subjective Lickert score and the semi-objective lesion features of the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) scoring system. These scores predict not only the likelihood of malignancy but also the aggressiveness of the tumor. For the evaluation of extra-capsular extension (ECE) or seminal vesicle invasion (SVI), mpMRI specificity seems to be good but sensitivity is low in case of microscopic ECE or SVI. The sensitivity of mpMRI is excellent for PCa with a Gleason score 7 with a volume of 0.5 mL. The negative predictive value (NPV) of mpMRI appears excellent, but it should be interpreted in the light of the patient's classical risks for PCa, and nomograms combining mpMRI and known predictors like age, PSA density, digital rectal examination (DRE), etc. should be used in the future to decide whether a biopsy should be done or not.
Klotz [8] speaks in favor of active surveillance to manage the risk of overtreatment due to mass or individual screening. Eligible patients are those with grade group 1 (Gleason score 6) or selected patients with grade group 2 (Gleason score 3 þ 4) with a low percentage of pattern 4. Patients are followed up with serial PSA assessments and repeat biopsies, and initial confirmatory biopsy should be performed within the first 6e12 months; the actuarial 15-year PCa mortality rate is 5%. With a restrictive approach, the Hopkins group [9] advises surveillance to patients who meet the following criteria: Gleason 6 with no more than 2 positive cores, no core >50% involved, and PSA density <0.15. If these criteria are met, the 15-year PCa mortality rate is as low as 0.5%.
Van Poppel et al. [10] remind us that retropubic radical prostatectomy is not the "gold standard" any more for locally confined PCa, since minimally invasive techniques as laparoscopy have appeared, and recently robotic surgical technologies have revolutionized PCa surgery. No data prove the superiority of any surgical approach in terms of oncological outcomes. Over the years the complication rates of radical prostatectomy have become very limited with improved cancer control and better functional results. The indications and the surgical technique of radical open and laparoscopic prostatectomy, eventually robot-assisted as well as the pre-and post-operative measures and the surgery-related consequences, are reviewed.
Bolla et al. [11] mention that intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is the gold standard for external beam radiotherapy. Patients with low-risk localized PCa can be treated by IMRT or brachytherapy. Intermediate-risk patients may benefit from IMRT combined with 4e6 months of androgen deprivation therapy (ADT); should the patients be reluctant to ADT, they can be offered IMRT alone or combined with brachytherapy. High-risk patients require IMRT with long-term (2 years) ADT. Post-operative irradiation, either immediate or early deferred, is proposed to patients classified as pT3 pN0 with undetectable PSA, based on surgical margins, Gleason score and quality of life; early salvage is another option provided that irradiation starts with PSA value 0.5 ng/mL.
Gravis [12] relates the whole story of the management of metastatic PCa with randomized phase III trials from 2004 onwards. The addition of docetaxel to ADT versus ADT alone in the castration sensitive metastatic setting has resulted in a significant overall survival benefit particularly for high volume disease. The landscape of metastatic castration resistant PCa is moving and the choice of first line treatment has to be based on performance status, symptoms, comorbidities location and extent of disease. The future belongs to the identification of new subtypes with molecular characterization and new therapeutic targets.
In conclusion, active surveillance has become a therapeutic option as shown by the results of the Toronto and Hopkins groups and the Protect trial [13] ; the grading model established by the International Society of Urological Pathology [14] makes easier the therapeutic de-escalation with Gleason score 6 classified as Grade 1, the latter having an insignificant risk of metastasis. Tumor boards help urologists and radiation oncologists to offer a personalized treatment to the patients, based on levels of evidence, which can be modulated according to their characteristics and desires, but specialists must be aware that their techniques have to satisfy quality assurance criteria. Therapeutic algorithms of chemical castration resistant PCa, with chemotherapy and new hormonal manipulations have improved overall survival and quality of life of patients, and the challenge for medical oncologists is now to find the optimal sequencing.
